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POLITICAL ATMOSPHERE
The 2016 election: Isolating the political mindset of SDSU

IAN LACK
Reporter
South Dakota State students must choose a political
identity when heading into the voting booth as the
November presidential election draws closer.
An array of factors contribute to a final choice for
president, but one choice that typically comes first
for students is the decision of a party affiliation. But
another question also exists: do students feel comfortable voicing their decision in front of peers?
Claire Deuter, president of College Democrats,
feels comfortable voicing her political opinion with
her peers, even those who disagree with her.
“Even if I am the minority in the room with my
political view, I’m still comfortable sharing it because
I know campus is meant to be an inclusive place, and
we should be able to learn from everyone else,” Deuter
said. “I think some people can be nervous about
sharing ideas when they’re the minority, but that’s just
something that takes practice for everyone.”
South Dakota has only voted Democrat
four times since its entrance into the Union
in 1889, making itself known to be a
predominantly red state, according
to U.S. National Archives and
Records Administration.
Politico reported
that in the
most
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recent 2012 presidential election, South Dakota voted to contribute to this higher proportion of liberals in
57.9 percent in favor of Republican nominee Mitt
the largely red state.
Romney and 39.9 percent in favor of the Democratic
“Academia in general tends to attract more liberals,”
nominee Barack Obama.
Wiltse said.
David Wiltse, assistant professor in political
Students like Ally Brander and Jade Larson, presiscience, attributes the strong Republican hold in the
dent and vice president of College Republicans, respecstate to a lack of racial diversity, strong religious pres- tively, said they have noticed this leaning in instructors.
ence and solid agricultural community, among other
“I think that a lot of the teachers here are very libfactors.
eral while a lot of the students are more conservative,”
“A lot of populist sentiments have been able to be
Larson said.
used by Republicans directed at Democrats,” Wiltse
Brander said the looming election is an opportunisaid. “Before, a lot of populist sentiments were being
ty for more political discourse across campus.
expressed in terms of economic vulnerability around
“I think that teachers are always really rethe 1950s with the New Deal. Nowadays, those senspecul and professional for what we have
timents are being attached to social issues and white
to say in class,” Brander said. “EspeEvangelical identities that are better represented by
cially with the election, I think
Republicans.”
that that’s able to get a lot of
Another reason for the continuing Republican
students talking about
stronghold in the state is that many new voters adopt
what’s going on and
the political mindset of their parents, whether knowlook at it for themingly or not. Voter opinion passes from parent to
selves too.”
child, which is why Wiltse believes SDSU’s campus is
largely conservative.
Of the 66 counties in the state, ten of these were
Democratic wins in the 2012 election, with the Brookurban
ings county almost becoming an eleventh. The
county came in at 50.2 percent for the GOP candidate and 47 percent for the Democratic
candidate, according to Politico.
A combination of SDSU’s camrural
pus, a larger racial diversity and
a variety of companies op41% College of Arts and Sciences
erating in the city of
40% Republican
Brookings, is
22%
College
of
Agriculture
said
31% Democrat

“

The political
atmosphere is
uncomfortable
to say the
least.

76%

24%

14% College of Education

of students don’t
feel comfortable
voicing their
political views

8% College of Pharmacy &

Allied Health Professions
9% College of Engineering

5% College of Nursing

of students do
feel comfortable
voicing their
political views

1% Graduate School

“

I don’t see
many political
views.

7% Libertarian
1% Green Party
17% Independent
2% Constitutional
2% Other

43%

57%

While the climate typically appears more conservative, many students choose not to engage in politics, making
it difficult to gauge. The few who do are generally more polarized to one end or the other, causing slight tension
between sides.

*All results are relative to a poll of 103 students out of about 12,600 SDSU students. The margin of error is ±9.62. Quotes are taken from anonymous student comments about the political atmosphere at SDSU.
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The presidents’ legacy: history of
Woodbine Cottage reveals campus secrets

New software provides link
between students, clubs

MAKENZIE HUBER
Managing Editor

DIANE DYKES
Reporter

A maze of doorways, hidden histories and secrets characterize
Woodbine Cottage.
The 138-year-old house is
stored away on the west side of
campus. Sheltered by trees and
hedges away from Medary Avenue traffic, the cottage is reminiscent of a time when Brookings
was still surrounded by prairie.
The house holds secrets of
times past and stories of pres-

idents and their families who
called the cottage home.
“If walls could talk, a lot of
memories would be told,” said
Elizabeth “Betty” Berg, former
first lady and widow of late Sherwood Berg.
Berg lived in the house from
1978 to 1984. She and President Berg weren’t able to move
into the cottage for the first three
years of his term.
“Woodbine sort of captures
the essence (of SDSU),” Berg
said. “The memories are more

MAKENZIE HUBER • The Collegian

Woodbine Cottage has changed paint colors multiple times, generally changing during each
president’s term. According to Les Olive, “there are layers and layers and layers” of paint.

special. I think it engenders a
sense of loyalty and alumni …
like to come back and reminisce
about their stories.”
Establishing the legacy
The cottage was built in 1887
by Dakota Agricultural College’s second president, Lewis
McLouth. McLouth took the design of Woodbine from a home
catalog, Palliser’s American Cottage Homes. Woodbine’s design is
almost exact to a certain plan in
the book, said Les Olive, director
of campus planning.
Once McLouth left the institution, the house was bought by
South Dakota State College.
Woodbine was used as a women’s dormitory for about 16 women until 1901, then as a music hall for a year and since 1903
it has been used as the official
home of the president. The cottage has served as home for 15 of
SDSU’s presidents.
The cottage was an infirmary for a short time in 1918 when a
flu epidemic spread across campus. Six students died from the
epidemic inside the house.
The name of Woodbine Cottage doesn’t have a specific origin, but Olive said it’s most likely
due to the type of vine that grew
along the house.
The Woodbine was planted
alongside the house and has been
removed and reinstated over the
course of the cottage’s history.
One of the first documented mentions of Woodbine Cottage was found in a caption of an
1897 photo of Woodbine Cottage
with women who used it as a dormitory.

The search for club information is over. South Dakota State University will launch a web application,
or a campus link, to better direct students to clubs.
This website will allow students to find clubs,
gain information and join the organizations.
Both the Students’ Association and the Center
for Student Engagement have partnered to create
Campus Link. This application will allow organizations and clubs to be more organized, give them
more exposure and advertise themselves online.
An official name for the software hasn’t been
decided, but Student Engagement is taking recommendations.
The site is not up yet, but according Addie Borah, assistant director for Student Engagement, the
site will give students a sneak peak at clubs and organizations. It should show all organizations and
what they do and offer. Each of the club’s profile
will include in-depth information not included on
their social media pages. The profiles will include
events, photos, primary contact details, and more.
“The site designed for student organizations
and designed to give them more exposure here on
campus. With prospective and current students, it’s
also a way to advertise to both those demographics. And kind of be more organized and give them
more of a chance to express who they are and what
they do,” Borah said.
As for gaining members, or encouraging more
people to join, the site will recommend organizations based on interests and majors for students.
These recommendations will come from the information on a student’s MyState or WebAdvisor account.
For Borah, this resource did not come soon
enough.
“There just wasn’t enough. It wasn’t enough exposure. It wasn’t getting enough information out
there. And so we had many students tell us that we
need something,” she said.
The site itself won’t be available for students
until later this academic year. The site use students’ information from the school system so students will not have to create an account.
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GAF: GENERAL ACTIVITY FEE
Story by Katherine Clayton, Editor-in-Chief
Graphics by Katie Gebauer, Sr. Visual Editor

According
to university
officials the
General
Activity Fee,
or GAF, is
a fee used
to support
student
activities and
initiatives at
SDSU.

GENERAL ACTIVITY FEE FOR ALL SOUTH DAKOTA UNIVERSITIES: (2016-2017)
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General activity fee “enhances” the student
experience through co-curricular learning
STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION ALLOCATIONS
The Students’ Association, SDSU’s student governing body, allocates the General Activity Fee (GAF).
“In a big picture sense, the Students’
Association, as the voice of the students,
our role is to provide student output in
the overall ... ongoing structure of the
General Activity Fee,” said Nick Lorang,
SA finance chair. “So, when increases are
proposed, student input is always solicited, and we’re always pretty vocal about
our support or lack thereof of a general
activity fee increase.”
Administrators help to guide the allocation process of the GAF, but students ultimately tell administration
where the money needs to go, said Doug
Wermedal, associate vice president of
Student Affairs.
SA receives $9.62 of of the $33.90
each student pays per credit in GAF, Michaela Willis, Vice President of Student
Affairs said. This portion of money goes
to an oversight committee called University Activity Fee and Budgeting Committee. The money is then split into two
categories: tier one and tier two.
Tier one funds support the operations of The Union, Wellness Center and
the Student Clinic, Lorang said. Tier two
funds are allocated to student groups
on SA’s yearly budget and special allocations for events and new organizations.
“We’re paying more to our tier ones,
which leaves less for tier two,” said Ally
Helms, SA president. Tier one takes precedence over tier two by using more of

the GAF fund.
The two tiers together add up to
about $2.7 million dollars.
“Student opportunity and experiences I think are more important to me
than the price tag on those experiences,”
Lorang said.
GAF funds for student organizations
fluctuate based on the number of credit hours taken throughout the university.
If students take less credit hours or less
students attend SDSU, then less money
goes toward student groups.
In the past, SA has cut between
$50,000 to $80,000 from SA’s yearly
operating budget to manage the raising
cost for items in the tier one category,
Lorang said. Last year, SA cut $63,000
from the student organization budget.
SA manages this budget by hosting
meetings with student groups and or-

“

Student opportunity
and experiences I think
are more important to
me than the price tag on
those experiences
Nick Lorang
SA Finance Chair

BREAKDOWN
THE GAF
BREAKDOWN
OF THEOF
GAF
Rec Sports
(Intramurals)
$.10

Union Debt
Service
(Expansions)
$4.18

Career
Development
$.90
Risk
Management
$.04

University Activity
Fee Budgeting
Committee
$9.62

Wellness
Expansion
$4.50

ganizations in late February and March.
Groups then make requests for the
amount of money they think they will
need for the upcoming year. Following
the first meetings, the SA finance committee decides how much needs to be
cut from student organization budgets.
“Typically across the board we have
to comb through the budgets to make
small cuts. We have to trim the fat,” Lorang said. “(We) make logical, appropriate responsible cuts based on the information that we have.”
This year the student senate decided
to sweep the accounts of all student organizations funded by SA. The amount
swept from organizations was more
than $125,000.
“The General Activity Fee allocated to those groups is meant to be spent
in that year. It’s paid for by students that
are attending SDSU that year and so we
want it to be returned to student opportunities for that year,” Helms said. “The
individuals that are paying for it are going to benefit from it.”
Helms said she understands the importance of keeping tuition low.
“We don’t want to out price ourselves
in the market and we want to make sure
SDSU continues to be one of the most
affordable universities across the region,” Helms said. “I think by educating
students so that they understand what
their funds are going to and what they’re
receiving in benefits in return.”

ROLE OF THE GAF IN
THE SDSU EXPERIENCE

The role of the General Activity Fee is to “enhance student life,” but some students don’t
know about the GAF.
Athletics, Intramurals, & Kalena Brunsch, freshman civil engineering major, said she only remembers seeing the
Athletics,Recreation
total amount she owed for tuition.
Title
IX
Intramurals, &
“I didn’t really look into it (the GAF) that
Recreation
much,” Brunsch said. “I just looked at the to$8.21 Wellness Center
tal.”
Operating Dollars
She doesn’t like that the GAF is a large sum
of money, but she enjoys the activities fundWellness Maintenance
ed by it.
& Repair
All of the activities students attend for
Wellness Expansion “free” are paid for by the GAF they pay each semester.
But Nick Lorang, SA Finance Chair sees
Title
IX
University
Activity Fee
the GAF as a fee students pay for experiences.
$1.97
Budgeting Committee “Overall, the goal of all of those categoRisk Management ries of the General Activity Fee is to enhance
student life or maybe to provide funding for
(UAFBC)
things that are open, available, accessible, utiCareer Development lized because all students are paying for it,” LoWellness Center
rang said.
Operating
Michaela Willis, Vice President of Student
Rec Sports
Affairs acknowledged that college is expenDollars
sive but so is having high quality amenities at
Wellness
$3.86
Union Debt Service SDSU.
Maintenance
“As students’ expectations of the amenities
(Expansions)
increase, unfortunately, so do the costs,” Willis
& Repair
said, “and so I think we do a really good job at
$.52
balancing those amenities with that cost, so we
can maintain an an affordable education.”

GENERAL
INFORMATION
The General Activity Fee,
or GAF, is a per credit
hour fee each student pays
to support student activities and programs.
Students at South Dakota State University pay
a GAF of $33.90 per credit. A student enrolled in a
15-credit-hour schedule
would pay $508.50 per semester. The GAF amount
fluctuates depending on
the number of credits a
student is enrolled.
“The GAF is in place to
enrich the student experience, and unfortunately,
that enrichment does cost
money, but it also goes to
support students so they
have a really positive experience,” said Vice President
of Student Affairs Michaela Willis.
The dollars gained
through the GAF are then
allocated by the Students’
Association to various areas across campus. Areas funded by the GAF include athletics, Title IX,
the Wellness Center, The
Union, University Activity Fee Budgeting Committee, career development,
intramurals and debt service for the Wellness Center and Union.
These experiences take
up $24.28 of the GAF. The
remainder is used for student organizations and
updating commonly used
facilities.
Doug Wermedal, associate vice president of Student Affairs, often calls it
the “quality of life” fee.
“It’s something we add
to campus to make it better,” Wermedal said.

“

The GAF is in
place to enrich
the student
experience, and
unfortunately,
that enrichment
does cost money,
but it also goes to
support students
so they have a
really positive
experience
Michaela Willis
Vice President of
Student Affairs
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DAILY CRIME
LOG
9.4.16
•1:47 a.m. @ Hyde Lot.
DUI.
•1:47 a.m. @ Hyde Lot. 4
Underage Consumptions.
•2:08 a.m. @ Pierson Hall.
Loud Noise Complaint.
•2:35 a.m. @ Abbott
Hall. Burglary, Underage
Consumption, Disorderly
Conduct, Trespassing and
Simple Assault.
•10:32 p.m. @ South
East Lot. Underage
Consumption, Fleeing
Police and Public
Urination.
9.7.16
•2:48 a.m. @ 800 Block
of 8th. DUI, Speeding,
Underage Consumption,
Open Container, Poss. of
Paraphernalia, Poss. of
Marijuana.
9.8.16
•12:16 a.m. @ 1500 Block
22nd Ave. Ingestion of
Marijuana, Improper
Right Turn, No Driver
License in poss., No
insurance.
•12:32 a.m. @ Brown
Hall. Petty Theft.
•2:44 p.m. @ Rotunda.
Petty Theft.
•6:15 p.m.. @ Meadows
South. 7 Underage
Consumptions.
•8:00 p.m.. @ Hilton M.
Briggs Library. Underage
Consumption, Resisting
Arrest, False Personation,
Fleeing, Open Container.
•8:34 p.m. @ Dana J.
Dykhouse Stadium. 4
Underage Consumptions.
•9:37 p.m. @ Dana J.
Dykhouse Stadium.
Disorderly Conduct,
Remaining after notice.
•10:08 p.m. @ Ag
Heritage Museum.
Underage Consumptions.
9.9.16
•1:03 a.m. @ Spencer
Hall. 3 Underage
Consumption.
•1:14 a.m. @ South
East Lot. 3 Underage
Consumption, Poss. of
marijuana, ingestion and
paraphernalia.
9.10.16
•5:17 p.m. @ Pierson.
Petty Theft - Bicycle.
•1:11 p.m. @ Meadows
South. Intentional
Property Damage Bicycle.
•4:02 p.m. @ 5 North
Tailgate. Underage
Consumption.
•12:43 p.m. @ Motor
Vehicle. Intentional
Property Damage.
•6:34 p.m. @ 8th St.
Campanile Ave. Open
Container.
•7:35 p.m. @ Dana J.
Dykhouse Stadium.
Underage Consumption.
•9:27 p.m. @ Medary
and 9th Ave. Underage
Consumption.
•10:35 p.m. @ Medary
and Harvey Dunn. DUI.

Classifieds
WORK STUDY POSITION:
Newspaper carrier wanted.
Work approximately 4 hours
on Wednesdays delivering
The Collegian to more than
100 on and off campus
sites, beginning after 2:00
p.m. until the delivery route
is completed. Must have
valid driver’s license. Vehicle
will be provided. Route will
be shared between two
people. Must be able to lift
10 pounds. Pay is $10/hour.
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Taco Bell opening pushed back for the second time
MAKENZIE HUBER
Managing Editor
Brookings will have to wait
another few weeks or so to
“Live Más.”
The Taco Bell grand opening was pushed back to early
October, said Barry Zelickson
with Border Foods, Inc.
Border Foods Inc. is a
franchisee of Taco Bell restaurants based in Minnesota.
They have almost 100 locations throughout Minnesota,
South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyoming.
The location for the
Brookings Taco Bell is between 10th and ninth streets
behind Lowe’s.
When it was first announced that a Taco Bell
was coming to Brookings,
the opening date was set
for mid-August. It was later
pushed back to September.

LEXIE PRIEST • The Collegian

Check for updates
on our social media

The new Taco Bell in Brookings was originally slated for an August and then a September opening. It has been pushed back again to
early October.

SA brings laughs to campus with club approval
TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor
The Stand-up Comedy Club is
determined to bring laughs to
campus after the Student Association approved it’s constitution
Monday night.
The Stand-Up Comedy Club
is an entertainment club where
members interested in stand-up
comedy can come perform and
have fun. The constitution was
unanimously approved.

In addition to approving the
club’s constitution, funds were
reallocated from student organizations and clubs accounts on
SA’s budget.
Fianance Chair Nick Lorang announced that the Students’ Association swept more
than $125,000 from clubs this
summer and now have a total of
$192,000 in reserves.
The money in the reserves
is not for the Students’ Association, but will be reserved for spe-

cial allocations to clubs and organizations.
According to Adviser Michaela Willis, TEDxBrookings will be back on Oct. 1. Willis said this event is a good place
to learn about various topics.
TEDxBrookings will reserve 40
chairs for students.
SA also wanted to remind
students that the student picnic and frisbee toss to celebrate
President Dunn’s inauguration
will be from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Sept. 28 at the Jackrabbit Green
between the Student Union and
Briggs Library. The Frisbee toss
is an attempt to break the world
record of Frisbees tossed at one
time.
President Dunn’s formal inauguration into office will be at
3 p.m. Sept. 29 at the Coolidge
Sylvan Green.
The next SA meeting will be
at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 19 in the
Lewis and Clark room upstairs
in The Union.

Getting your name on a building
PAT BOWDEN
Reporter

or its organizations one day.
“I obviously appreciate it [the donations]
because I’m a student who’s using the facilities, because they’re investing in the university and the country by helping build future
leaders,” Kukowski said. “My sorority doesn’t
have a house, so as someone who wants to
have a high paying job, I want to give back
to my organization and the school.”
If someone gives back to the university,
their name is considered by the South Dakota Board of Regents to be placed on a facility,
programmatic unit or funded academic honor if their gift is $250,000 or more.
“Within the last 10 years we’ve seen those
naming rights taken off and more names for
buildings and programs,” Erpenbach said.
The university president oversees all
the naming of wings, halls, rooms and other building areas without the approval of the
SDBOR.
The residential halls, on the other hand,
are all named after notable alumni who have
had an impact in their fields of study following graduation. These alumni didn’t necessarily donate to the school but have made an
impact in some way to the community.
“The residence halls are all ceremonial,
so they’re all (named) in honor of service. No
gifts are involved, just in terms of recognizing them for their significance,” Erpenbach
said. “Those recommendations go through
the presidents and then they’re passed on to
the board of regents.”
While some students may not know who
their dorm hall is named after, others’ curiosity has pulled them to investigate.

“I’ve looked up a few from the dorm
rooms, like Ben Reifel,” said Joris Blanken, computer science major. “It depends on
whatever interests you. I’m interested to see
where things came from.”
Kukowski thinks it would be good to
know where the names on the facilities they
are using come from.
“I only knew of the stadium [donor
name] one because it’s currently happening
right now … I think it would be really interesting to know why they were so influential
that we’re naming a whole entire building
after them,” Kukowski said.
The university makes sure to not let historic donations be forgotten when a building
is replaced or renamed. Once an old building is taken down and a new one is put up,
they often ask the donor family if they would
like their name on some feature in that
building or adjacent to that building.
“The plaza will be called Tompkins Plaza
outside of the Foundation renovations. We
want to be able to recognize them once they
have passed,” Erpenbach said.
The Tompkins donated money to start
up the Alumni Center, so it was named after
them. The Tompkins Alumni Center, located on the west side of campus, was initially
created to help connect alumni to their peers
after graduation. The naming of Tompkins
Plaza is to help eternalize their gift.
“From our standpoint, we’ve encouraged donors to have their name attached to a
classroom,” Erpenbach said. “So, we can recognize them and so they can also be motivating others through their gift.”

Strolling through campus, students can see
different names on buildings and structures
that honor a person or donor. But students
may wonder how someone exactly gets their
name on the face of a building.
It takes a lot of money or enough service to the university to be honored in such
a fashion.
While not everyone may know who these
people are, these buildings exist in part by
the acts of honorees who helped shape South
Dakota State to what it is today.
Building names seen around the SDSU
campus all come from a variety of different places, including key donors, ceremonial service names and/or distinct honorees to
be recognized for their contribution to SDSU’s mission.
The process of donating is not always intended to get his or her name on a structure
somewhere on campus. However, with this
in mind, there is a bracket system devised by
the foundation that separates one tier of donations to another.
The highest of the donation brackets,
which is for gifts $10 million or more, include Avera Health, the City of Brookings,
Dana J. and LaDawn S. Dykhouse, Pat and
Dale Larson family, Jerome J. Lohr, Sanford
Health and T. Denny Sanford.
For this tier, most have their name on a
building or have a college named after them,
in correlation to their respective area of expertise.
The second bracket includes donations between $5 million and $10
million. The members on
this list include the Maxine Charity Trust, Nathelle
M. and Lawrence W. DeHaan, Van D. and Barbara B. Fishback, Thomas R. and Marilyn G. Gannon, the William Mibra
and Byrne Griffith Foundation and Larry and Diane Ness.
The following tiers are
between $2.5 million and
$5 million, $1 million and
$2.5 million, $500,000
and $1 million and
$250,000 and $500,000.
According to CEO and
president of the SDSU
Foundation Steve Erpenbach, some donors give
their gifts in hopes of inspiring students to be successful enough one day
to also give back to their
Alma Mater.
“It’s kind of a motivator for others … It plants
that seed with other students,” Erpenbach said.
Caitlin Kukowski, adPHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
vertising major, feels the
New lettering and roofing materials were installed on the Stanley J. Marshall HPER Center last week. This is one of several buildings to have
inspiration and hopes to
give back to the university it’s name changed in the last year.
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Editorial

Issue:
Every student attending South Dakota State University pays the
General Activity Fee (GAF), yet students don’t know what it is or
where the money goes.
The question on a majority of students’
minds is: where does my money go?
Students pay thousands of dollars to attend South Dakota State University, but
they are unsure of where their money is allocated and how they are affected by those
funds.
A popular complaint at SDSU and other
universities across the country is the rising
cost of General Activity Fees. This fee is a
per credit hour fee that goes toward student
programs and initiatives. It is allocated by
Students’ Association, the student governing body.
Each student at SDSU pays $33.90 per
credit hour each semester. If a student is
enrolled in 15 credits then they will pay
$508.50 per semester. But what does this
fee actually do?
This fee goes toward paying to get into
athletic games, Title IX services, use of the
Wellness Center, maintenance and repair of
the Wellness Center, a Wellness Center ex-

pansion, University Activity Fee Budgeting
Committee (UAFBC), risk management, career development, intramurals and paying
the debts of The Union.
We, at The Collegian, believe this fee is
necessary to have a quality experience while
at college. Paying $33.90 per credit hour is
really not that much money, but it is definitely enough.
Each area that is covered in the GAF
impacts a student’s life at SDSU.
Students wouldn’t be able to get into
football, basketball or any other athletic game for free without the GAF. Students have a “free” membership to the Wellness Center. UAFBC, a Students’ Association committee, distributes money to student clubs and organizations on their yearly budget as well as allocates other amounts
on occasion.
Yes, this fee contributes to the expensiveness of college, but our experience as
students would be dramatically different

without the GAF. The GAF we pay as SDSU
students is the second cheapest in South
Dakota. Northern State University has the
cheapest GAF at $30.10 and South Dakota School of Mines and Technology has the
most expensive GAF at $47.30.
However, we do see some areas the university and SA can improve in terms of the
GAF.
Most students don’t know what the
General Activity Fee is, and even if they
wanted to know, they have to sift through
a multitude of documents on the sdstate
website before they find something related
to the GAF. It should not be difficult to find
this information; a breakdown of the GAF
should be readily available for students.
If students are upset with how the fee
is allocated then voice your opinion to SA.
They are speaking on behalf of the students, and if students don’t agree, then we
as students need to be willing to make a
change.

“What do you
know about
SDSU’s fees
and what
could be
improved?”

“I think being more specific, and
saying this (fee) is for exactly this.
I would look for something more
specific when looking at fees.”

Sydney Gall

Stance:

Pre-Nursing
Freshman

The General Activity Fee is justified because it goes to
student programs, but the purpose of this fee should be better
communicated to people who have to pay it.
The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial.
The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

Graduate students should unionize for better pay
ALEX BOGER
Columnist
Last month, graduate students were given the right to form unions by the National
Labor Relations Board. This has led to discussion about whether graduate students
would actually benefit from unionization.
Many graduate students leave their university with their master’s degree or Ph.D.
feeling somewhat used. Graduate students
are regularly paid poorly, expected to work
long hours, produce literature that includes their major adviser’s name on it and
go to conferences to represent the university rather than themselves. They do all this
while taking classes and writing a thesis.
Graduate students gaining equity is far
overdue. Colleges, public and private, need
to be held to the same standards as companies and held responsible for the people they employ. The charade of “20 hours
a week” needs to go. It also needs to be recognized that many of a student’s accomplishments are being used and abused by
their university.
When you come to graduate school, the

joke always abounds with faculty as well
as lab mates that you only have to work
“20 hours a week.” When I came to graduate school, what I found out was that graduate students owe their adviser 20 hours
a week, but are also expected to work on
their own research project or thesis for 20
hours a week and juggle two to three classes.
As one can imagine, these conditions
bring forth a general lack of sleep and social interaction, and it has left many graduate students wondering why they didn’t
just go into the job field. They would be
working less hours, the pay would be better and they would have options to protect
them from unfair work practices.
On the other side of the argument, people are saying that unionization would lead
to less graduate teaching assistants due to
professors’ fear of them striking. This is a
common argument against unions in general.
The issue I have with this argument is
that it works to protect the rights of a company, a non-human entity, all while ignoring the fact that labor unions are there to

protect employees from unreasonable work
practices. Labor unions are villainized
by companies because they force them to
spend money on their workers’ safety and
pay their workers a living wage, which cuts
into their bottom line.
Graduate students are the blood flowing through the veins of university research.
Without graduate students, the university wouldn’t have a constant flow of research coming out. But without the university, we wouldn’t be able to get a degree.
At SDSU, the average wage for graduate
students is roughly between $10,000 and
$16,000 per year. Also, graduate students
aren’t technically supposed to get a second
job unless specifically stated in their contracts that they can. So the money we make
just isn’t enough.
We both have something to use in negotiations, so let’s actually negotiate and pay
our graduate students a living wage.
Alex Boger is an agriculture & biosystems
engineering graduate student at SDSU and can
be reached at alex.boger@jacks.sdstate.edu.

South Dakotans pull through the elements together
Eight decades ago, in 1936,
South Dakota received a presidential visit. It was the height
of the Great Depression and the
state was in the middle of the
worst drought in history.
Tom Berry, who was serving as governor at the time, took
on the responsibilities of directing New Deal programs for the
state. He was the only governor
to do so. Managing federal aid
programs led Gov. Berry to have
a good working relationship
with President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s administration,
and when the president came to
South Dakota, Gov. Berry served
as his tour guide.
In his Sept. 6, 1936, fireside chat, FDR talked about his
tour of South Dakota and other Great Plains states. He spoke
of the families he had met who
had lost their crops, their cattle,
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the water in their wells and all
of their money. FDR saw “field
after field of corn stunted, earless and stripped of leaves” and
“brown pastures which would
not keep a cow on 50 acres.”
After describing the devastation, he added:
“Yet I would not have you
think for a single minute that
there is permanent disaster in
these drought regions, or that
the picture I saw meant depopulating these areas. No cracked
earth, no blistering sun, no
burning wind, no grasshoppers,
are a permanent match for the
indomitable American farmers
and stockmen and their wives
and children who have carried
on through desperate days, and
inspire us with their self-reliance, their tenacity and their
courage.”
Almost exactly 80 years to
The Collegian is the
independent student
newspaper at South
Dakota State University
in Brookings, S.D.
The Collegian is
published by and for
South Dakota State
University students under
the First Amendment
guarantees of free speech

and a free press.
Opinions expressed on
these pages are not
necessarily those of the
student body, faculty,
staff or administration.
The Collegian is
published weekly on
Wednesday during the
academic year of SDSU.

the day that FDR spoke those
words South Dakotans again
demonstrated this kind of fortitude in a time of trouble.
Over Labor Day Weekend, in
the early hours of Monday, Sept.
5, 2016, Springfield was hit by a
severe storm with straight line
winds of 110 mph. The storm destroyed six homes and damaged
a number of others. According
to early news reports, 70 people
were displaced by the storm. The
local emergency manager called
the SD Department of Public Safety to say the town might
need state assistance.
What followed was the kind
of response for which South Dakota is well known. Of all of
those without a place to stay,
only two people used the shelter
arranged by the Red Cross. The
rest found refuge with relatives
and friends. In the days follow-

ing the storm, more than 500
volunteers emerged to assist the
community in cleanup efforts.
The emergency manager called
us back to say they wouldn’t
need help after all.
I can’t say I was surprised.
Whether it’s a flood, blizzard,
drought or windstorm, South
Dakotans always pull together
when disaster strikes. We don’t
wait for the government to arrive; we get to work, help ourselves and help our neighbors,
too. That’s the way it was when
President Roosevelt visited eight
decades ago, and as we saw over
Labor Day, that’s the way it is,
yet today. And our way remains
extraordinary.
This column was written by Governor Daugaard.
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“I don’t mind the fees, particularly
when they put $65 onto your hobo
dough. Student orientation should
talk more about the fees as there are
a lot of hidden ones.”

Jessica Gutierrez

Human Biology
Freshman

“(Regarding fees) I think getting
rid of hobo dough would be a great
idea. Instead, just having flex to pay
for everything would be nice.”

Nick Staudenmier

Human Biology
Freshman

“I think it would be good to explain
what it is, instead of just telling
you to pay for it ... particularly for
incoming freshman, since when you
have been here for a while, you have
an idea what the fees are for.”

Mollie Maresh

Agricultural Education
Junior
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Grieving for all we have lost Insensitivity toward vegetarianism
ELIF GABB
Opinion Editor

The time for preachy Facebook posts has
ended.
For the first time in my life, I have a
platform to speak, so I am going to use it.
Unfortunately there are some weeks
when I don’t know how to use that platform. I am stuck trying to come up with
an idea about what to write. Which is
weird, since I am one of the most opinionated people you will ever meet.
Luckily, I have people in my life like
my mother, who came up with a great
idea for me this week. “Why don’t you
talk about what you did on Facebook a
while ago with the bombings in Turkey?”
she suggested.
And I thought to myself, dang. What
a great idea.
My mother is Turkish. I am half-Turkish. My name is Turkish.
Therefore, the country means a great
deal to me.
Turkish culture has made me the person I am today. That is because it is my
culture.
So, on June 28, when 45 people
were killed in the bombing of Istanbul’s
Atatürk Airport, my heart broke for my
country.
I didn’t know what to do except offer my support to my mother, who luckily did not know anyone harmed in the
event, and take to social media to publicly show that Turkey was in my thoughts.
I know that’s a generational thing, but
quite honestly, I didn’t know what else to
do.
When I got to Facebook, I expected to
see post after post expressing sympathy
for Turkey, condemning the people who
committed this atrocity.
Yet I didn’t see anything.

I wasn’t able to change my profile picture to a Turkish flag.
I had changed it to a French flag when
130 people died in Paris on Nov. 13, 2015.
I had changed it to a Belgian flag
when 32 people died in Brussels on
March 22.
But there was nothing for Turkey. And
unfortunately, I realized why.
Turkey is primarily an Islamic country.
The media has made everybody believe that attacks like the one in Istanbul
are expected since Turkey has a border
with Syria. I can assure you, they are not.
But when this happened, everybody
turns a blind eye. Nobody grieves. Nobody speaks.
We fall silent.
Worse, I only realized this after Turkey had been bombed this year.
What about innocent people in Syria who are bombed everyday? Iraq? Afghanistan? Lebanon? The list goes on.
How come for some countries we are
able to just forget about it? Quite frankly,
it sickens me.
But what sickens me most is that I
didn’t realize that until somebody got too
close to my home.
Until a maniacal group attacked Istanbul, one of the most vibrant, beautiful cities in the world, a place where all
walks of life live peacefully, I had shown
no sympathy to those who needed it
most.
Mourn for the innocents, regardless of
where they come from.
Be it in France, Belgium, Turkey or
Syria — a life is still a life.
Elif Gabb is the Opinion Editor for The
Collegian and can be reached at egabb@sdsucollegian.com.

KENDRA HINTON
Columnist

I don’t know if I could ever go vegetarian—I like meat too much.
However, just because I don’t think
I could give up meat, doesn’t mean I
judge anyone who wants to go meatfree. My sister and a few of my best
friends are actually vegetarians. While
it has altered their diets and made going out to eat together a little tougher, I think they’re very happy with their
decision and don’t feel the need to go
back to eating meat.
Some non-vegetarians or “normal
people” haven’t been as understanding, which I think is ridiculous. When I
have made an offhand comment about
my sister being vegetarian when she
isn’t in the room, I’ve gotten an eye roll
or a weird look in response. That bothered me because what people choose to
do with their bodies and their lives is
their decision.
One of my friends actually switched
this past summer. She was messaging
me, freaking out and having a bit of an
emotional breakthrough about this documentary on farming, and how cruel it
is. I don’t know which documentary it
was, and I know being in South Dakota where farming is a very large part of
the culture, there are people who have
very different opinions to hers. Both my
friend and I grew up in the city of Winnipeg, Canada, very far removed from
farming culture, so I admit we don’t
know as much as the average person in
South Dakota about farming.
Regardless, she was having a bit of a
breakdown and decided then and there
she was never eating meat again. I totally understood where she was com-

ing from, and I didn’t try to change her
mind. I wasn’t going to try to force her
to keep eating meat, especially when
the very thought made her sick to her
stomach.
The conversation tapered off and
moved on, and then about ten minutes after she made her decision, I —
unthinkingly — expressed how excited I was to eat the butter chicken I had
brought for lunch that day. She was appalled, and it took me a moment to realize what I had done. She took it in
good humor, but since then, I have been
more mindful of when and how I talk
about food, if the topic ever comes up. I
think at the moment, everything was so
fresh and sensitive, but out of respect
for her preferences, I keep mentions of
meat to a minimum.
The people who I know that are vegetarians almost never make the fact
that they’re vegetarians a big deal —
most people don’t even know that they
actually are vegetarians unless asked.
In my opinion, it isn’t a big deal.
Seeing this happen has made me
more aware of vegetarianism and what
many vegetarians experience frequently. I just don’t understand how it’s anyone else’s business whether someone is
a vegetarian or not since it’s their decision and their life. They may do as they
please as long as they aren’t hurting
anyone.
And of course they aren’t hurting
anyone!
Vegetarianism is, of course, the exact opposite or hurting anyone or anything.
Kendra Hinton is an English major at
SDSU and can be reached at kendra.hinton@jacks.sdstate.edu.

Millennial generation undergoes “dating apocalypse”
ABDEL MO
Columnist
A right swipe here and a left swipe there.
It’s just like browsing through a retail catalog.
And just like retail, our options are almost unlimited.
From a one to a ten on the so-called “hotness” scale, you
will find just about every kind of person on Tinder. My
absolute favorites are people dressed in camouflage posing with deer or fish, as if the carcass of a dead animal is
going to add charm or attract people.
Tinder has brought upon our generation what I call a
“dating apocalypse.”
“Won’t swipe right if you are under 6 feet” and “don’t
message me if you are over 140 pounds” are the type of
messages extremely common on Tinder and are indicative of a major problem with our generation.
We are a shallow, lustful, discriminating, entitled and
despicable group of people.
Now, I’m not a liberal “Social Justice Warrior” who
sits behind his keyboard typing up these articles while
everyone else is “getting laid.” But as someone who has

traveled extensively throughout the world and experienced life for a little over two decades, I think our generation’s dating practices throughout the world are abhorrent.
We are no longer looking for the “one.” Instead, we
are looking for the one for Friday night.
Don’t get me wrong, I don’t think there is anything
wrong with casual sex as long as it is between two consenting adults. And if you are using Tinder for that reason, that’s your choice.
What bothers me is the fact that on Tinder most people are extremely shallow and disrespectful.
If someone’s weight bothers you, don’t message them
and say negative things. If someone’s color, height or
anything about them bothers you, just move on. There
is absolutely no need to ridicule that person. Time and
time again, I have heard horror stories from my friends
complaining about how terrible their Tinder dates went.
One of my friends was told that she “looked skinnier in her pictures,” and another friend’s Tinder date was
found swiping on Tinder as he was trying to make conversation with her.

We need to bring old-fashioned dating back. Not the
sexist kind but the kind where people had respect for
each other.
The kind of dating where people were not as shallow
as people today.
We, Millennials, are the most educated generation
ever. We are exposed to more information and diversity
than any generation before us. So let’s not use our technology to contribute to the already rampant anti-intellectualism in our society. Please don’t let mindless reality
TV or photoshopped models tell you what beauty is supposed to be. Recognize that there is innate beauty in all
of us which is unique for every individual.
I want to invite fellow Jackrabbits to look beyond superficial traits that are so shamelessly promoted on apps
like Tinder and learn to respect people for who they are.
We are not options on which you can swipe left or
right. We are human beings, each filled with the potential and ability to change the world.
Abdel Mo is an operations management major at SDSU
and can be reached at muqtadir.mohammed@jacks.sdstate.edu.
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Jack and Charlie’s, a new store selling school spirit items for South Dakota State University and University of South Dakota, is split down the middle with each university on its own side of the store and a few items breaking
the barrier. The store opened in July, and has since made around $2,500 for university scholarships.

SDSU, USD reach wider audience with store partnership
MAKENZIE HUBER
Managing Editor
A new store boasts school spirit for both
of South Dakota’s largest universities at
the Empire Mall in Sioux Falls.
Jack and Charlie’s offers South Dakota State and University of South Dakota
clothing and gifts to visitors in the Sioux
Falls area. The store is named after the
two universities’ mascots.
“Just because we’re competitors on the
field doesn’t mean we can’t work together
to serve our customers,” said Derek Peterson, director of business and auxiliary operations at SDSU.
The store, which opened in July, is

>> WOODBINE
Continued from A1
“Pork and beans and blue-grass seed/That’s
the grub on which we feed/We’re the hot
stuff of Creation/We’re the ‘Woodbine’ delegation,” the caption read, according to a paper on the Woodbine Cottage Experimental Rammed Earth Wall in the South Dakota State Archives.
The cottage has undergone numerous additions and renovations throughout
its history. During a restoration project in
2003, Olive said different items were found
that revealed an interesting history behind
Woodbine Cottage.
New siding had to be put up on the
house to make it historically accurate in the
2003 renovation, and restoration workers
found autographed siding to a later addition of the house by workers who constructed the addition. Many of the names had military positions added behind them, so Olive
suspected the men served in World War II.
Olive said newspapers from 1893 were
also found in the restoration project and
had been used as insulation. A relatively small women’s shoe was found in a wall
along with perfume bottles, 60 to 80 shotgun shells and primers. Someone stuffed the
shells through a hole in the wall, Olive said.
Other secrets throughout the house included children’s drawings in crayon in the
attic where “generations of president’s children” would play, said former President Peggy Miller, who served from 1998 to 2006.
During her tenure, Miller found a dark
room in the Woodbine basement. She also
found barware in the basement and assumed a past president attempted to build
his own bar. She gave the barware to an
SDSU staff member.
One story Miller was told about the
house was how Harold Bailey, who served as
SDSU’s chief academic officer from 1961 to
1985, accidently shot two holes in the ceiling
of Woodbine’s utility room. The room has
since been renovated.
“I think in some ways Woodbine is the
kind of place that can tie you back to the
very beginning,” Miller said about the cottage’s history.
Making a home
Jack Headley spent part of his childhood
in the cottage when his father, John Headley, served as South Dakota State University
president during the ‘50s.
“The house to me was fantastic,” Headley said.
The cottage was large and he could easily hide away in the house. Headley staked
out his own area of the house as his private
space to work with his radio equipment.
Memories of Woodbine are part of his family memories and of going through high
school.
Headley can remember playing pranks
on his mother, former First Lady Leona
Headley, in the house. He would put fish in
a pond-like fountain on the west side of the
cottage and his mother would take them
out of the pond. He would put more in and
she’d take them out. The fountain has since
been removed.
What he loved most about the house was
how big it was. There was a back staircase
near his bedroom, originally designated as
a maid service staircase, that he could easily
use to sneak in and out of the house without
his parents’ notice.

packed with blue, gold and red. There’s
a definite split down the middle of the
store, separating the two schools, but
small intermingled items break the barrier.
Much of what is offered at Jack and
Charlie’s can be found at each university’s
bookstore. What’s different is that Jack
and Charlie’s offers “house divided” items
for families supporting both universities.
These items, such as flags and welcome
mats, are split between USD and SDSU
colors.
Peterson was approached by USD last
February about setting up a partnership
for a Christmas-time shop. But Peterson
was more interested in a long-term store.

Thousands of SDSU and USD alumni
reside in Sioux Falls, and Peterson wanted to reach out to them.
“It makes so much sense to have them
in one location,” Peterson said.
He saw an untapped customer base
in Sioux Falls-based alumni. At the University Bookstore, he would see the same
dedicated alumni and fans. Peterson
wanted to attract people he wasn’t already seeing at the bookstore.
The traffic going through the Empire
Mall is what really solidified the location
for Peterson. Thousands of South Dakotans walk through the mall as well as
tourists and visitors from other states.
“Once traffic increases, sales increase,”

“I could disappear whenever I wanted
to,” Headley said.
Most of the time, Headley tried to avoid
the busyness as his family hosted visitors.
But Marcella Headley, Jack’s wife, remembered the warmth of the house, particularly of Jack’s mother who entertained often.
“It was just a special place,” Marcella
said.
Each president who lived in Woodbine
Cottage made it a home for themselves.
Marcia Chicoine, former first lady from
2007-2016, made it her home even though
she knew it was temporary.
“It just had to become home for those
nine and a half years,” Chicoine said.
The house has changed over time, fitting
the tastes and interests of each president.
But it remains a fixed part of campus. The
house joined the National Register of Historic Places in 1990.
“It’s right in the center of campus. While
the buildings come and go, it’s been there,”
Miller said. “There’s something that makes
it a special place, and it’s wise not to abandon it.”

Peterson said.
Ten percent of every garment produced and purchased at Jack and Charlie’s goes toward student scholarships.
Since the store opened in July, Peterson
estimated about $2,500 has gone toward
scholarships from the store. The University Bookstore also has the same program.
Jack and Charlie’s doesn’t accept
Hobo Dough right now.
Peterson encouraged students to stop
in the store if they’re in Sioux Falls.
“It really hasn’t been much of a challenge at all,” Peterson said about the partnership. “It’s been more fun than anything.”

The University House is much bigger
than Woodbine Cottage. President Barry
Dunn will be able to host about 35 people
for dinner and there will be four bedrooms,
four bathrooms and public restrooms.
“The new house is designed to be a people’s house more so than the president’s
house,” Dunn said. The presidential position
is a public office and the ability to host is important. Hosting was limited to a handful of
guests in Woodbine.
Although Dunn enjoys the historic presence of his current farm house, which has
been passed along his wife’s family, Woodbine Cottage doesn’t fit the role of a president and a president’s house anymore.
The new University House constructed
across the street from Woodbine Cottage is a
“logical step” in the growth of SDSU, Dunn
said.
“I think we’re feeling our way to a new
purpose for Woodbine,” Dunn said. “I think
we can take our time and make a really good
decision.”
Dunn wants to make sure changes to
Woodbine are what’s best for the university.
“Whatever it does … it would take an
enormous amount of money and resources
are scarce, so you have to make a plan and
be careful and be wise with the amount of
scarce resources. You have to take care of it
and do it right,” Dunn said.
When Dunn plans to move into the University House next year, he hopes to make it
a home.
“Whenever you fill up rooms with furniture and people, it’s a wonderful, warm
place,” Dunn said.
He said he and First Lady Jane Dunn
hope to share that type of environment with
the community.

>> CAMPUS LINK
Continued from A1
Once the site is launched and
operational, SA and the Student
Engagement Center will make
an announcement.
Students’ Association is
working with Borah on the
Campus Link. According to
SA president Ally Helms, their
main job is finding the money to
pay for the site, and making sure
that there will be money in the
budget for the coming years to
continue to pay for the site.
SA started to invest in a similar program in their 2014 budget plan, but it didn’t work out.
Now that SA has extra money,
they decided it was time to implement Campus Link. The extra money they had was to put
Campus Link into effect, and
they are hoping that once the
cost for it goes down, they can
add it to students’ General Activity Fee (GAF).
“The yearly ongoing will
be about three cents a credit
hour, so for the average student
they’re paying $1 a year or 50
cents a semester,” Helms said.
To Helms, this is a small
price to pay for student organizations to get more members,
thereby allowing students to
have a better college experience.

Building a new history
Now that President Barry Dunn will live
in the new University House when it’s completed, Woodbine Cottage has ended its service as the president’s residency.
There are many ideas for how to use
the cottage now. Some suggestions include
a place for presidential family members
or visiting dignitaries to stay, a hospitality management training area, a rental space
for faculty retreats or student gatherings
and a bed and breakfast.
“I would favor it to be preserved like a
home. Not just the four walls, but a home,”
Miller said. “It really needs to be a
living place.”
Jack Headley wants to keep
it as close as possible to what it
is now and how he remembers it
growing up.
“I don’t want to see it commercialized. It’s too neat of a house,”
Jack said.
Jack and Marcella visited the
cottage last summer. Marcella visited the house multiple times with
her children while Berg lived in
the cottage.
“My children were dearly fond
of the place — it was papa’s house,”
Marcella said. The house was a
connection for the Headley’s children to their father’s home and a
connection to their grandparents.
Chicoine just moved out of
Woodbine Cottage this summer
after President David Chicoine’s
term ended. She thinks whatever
the house becomes, it’s important
for it still to be used.
“I think it’s kind of a happy and
sad thing,” Chicoine said about being the last presidential couple residing in Woodbine. “It’s happy
to have space to entertain more
than eight people at a time [for
the Dunns in the new University House] … It’s kind of still hard
to believe that that’s all done and
we’re on the next chapter. It’s kind
of hard to sometimes really believe
SUBMITTED PHOTO
it, but it will get more real as time
The Woodbine Cottage was built by Lewis McLouth, the second president of Dakota Agricultural College, based on
goes by.”
a design from an 1887 home catalog.
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Pets on campus
brings benefits,
responsibilities
ALLISON CHRISTENSEN
Lifestyles Reporter
The stress of school, work, extracurriculars and simply being away
from home can be overwhelming
for students. To combat this, students and professors have recruited cute companions.
The prevalence of pets on
campus continues to grow at
pet-friendly halls, such as Hansen
Residence Hall and North and
South Meadows Apartments.
Danie Rang, a junior agricultural communications and political science double major and resident at Hansen Hall, owns two
chinchillas which help her destress.
Rang said she struggled with
anxiety and stress because of extensive school work and having
three jobs.
“I started watching videos
of them [chinchillas],” she said.
“They were impossible to watch
without giggling.”
Rang said her “two little girls,”
Patrice and Lily, help her relieve
stress, keep her happy and bring
together the other residents of
her floor.
“People are always coming in
to see them,” she said.
However, Patrice and Lily are not
the only new campus residents
getting attention.
Newly hired advertising professor, Jessica Freeman, has a furry friend that has become her
“mascot to students.”
Norton, a 5-year-old Maltese,
Lhasa apso and poodle mix, has
caused a stir in the Department
of Journalism and Mass Communications.
“I put him in my Power
Points, and I’ve even gotten student evaluations that have requested, ‘more Norton, please,’”
Freeman said.
Freeman also explained how
much Norton has helped with
her transition to a new community.
“He brings me a lot of joy,”
she said. “Having him has helped
make the transition easier.”
Like Freeman, Taylor Gilmore, a sophomore majoring in
animal science and dairy production, is new to South Dakota.

Mixing it up: the five best cocktails downtown
SELENA YAKABE
Lifestyles Editor
As part of a food and alcohol series, I and
other reporters will test out various foods
and beverages to let you know which five we
think are the best.
To some extent, this is really just an excuse for us to stuff our faces and get a little
buzzed.
This week, I decided to find the strangest mixed drinks that downtown Brookings
has to offer, and that led me to one place:
The Old Market.
I sat down with Laura Johnson, the general manager for The Old Market, and discussed some of the bizarre mixed drinks
they offer.
“A lot of the drinks, people like them, so
we just kept them over the years,” Johnson
said. “We try to add new ones every once in
awhile … it’s fun to come up with something
weird and be like ‘that’s actually good.’”
Though only five strange beverages are
included in this edition, The Old Market offers a variety of other mixed beverages as
well as seasonal mixed drinks, so be sure to
check them out.
All the drinks featured in this column,
in my opinion, don’t have an overwhelming taste of alcohol, so they go down pretty smooth. But don’t let that fool you because they definitely do have a lot of alcohol
in them (which is just something to keep in
mind).
1. St. Basil
A signature drink of The Old Market,
St. Basil is one of the more popular mixed
drinks on the menu. The cocktail includes
basil, simple sugar, gin and grapefruit juice.
This has been around since the restaurant’s
beginning in 2011.
Johnson’s take: “It’s a really savory cocktail.
A lot of times martinis tend to be sweet, and
it’s bright green which kind of catches people.”
My take: Don’t get me wrong, I love basil
in my food. But when I first heard of the
combination of basil, gin and grapefruit
juice, I did not expect great things. Surprisingly, this drink was very tasty and refreshing — almost earthy (but in a good way),
and that’s saying something because I hate
gin. It’s definitely worth giving a try.
2. S’more-tini
A dessert drink through and through.
This drink features marshmallow vodka,
creme de cocoa, bailey’s and even a roasted
marshmallow on top.
Johnson’s take: “Whenever someone orders it, you can smell toasted marshmallow
throughout the entire bar.”
My take: I am a big fan of s’mores, and
this was probably my favorite out of all the
mixed drinks. But forewarning, it has a little
more of an alcohol kick than the others, so
it will keep you warm in the winter. It’s perfectly creamy, and the roasted marshmallow
was a very nice touch, which includes a mini

Continued to A8
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TOP LEFT: East of the River is a newer drink at The Old Market. TOP RIGHT: The S’more-tini features roasted
marshmallows. BOTTOM: From left to right: Key Lime Pie, Caramel Appletini, St. Basil, and S’more-tini. Center is
East of the River.

blowtorch show.
3. Key Lime Pie
Another dessert beverage, this drink offers a refreshing combination of vanilla vodka, Triple Sec, pineapple juice, lime juice
and cream.
Johnson’s take: “It’s just so refreshing —
lime juice and pineapple juice. It’s a really
good mix. I love key lime pie.”
My take: A great summertime drink.
Words I would use to describe this drink:
milky, frothy, creamy and not overly boozy.
It’s one of those dessert drinks you sip out
on the patio at sunset during the summertime.
4. East of the River
The only mixed drink on the list that
isn’t a “marketini,” this libation includes gin,
pineapple juice and Moscato. The drink can
also be spiced up with your choice of raspberry, strawberry or cherry grenadine.

Johnson’s take: “I like it because you can
add your own flavor to it or you can just do
it as is.”
My take: I tried the classic variation (with
no added flavor) of this beverage. I am by
no means a food or drink expert, so the only
thing I can say is that this drink has a sort of
“zing” to it — it’s tangy. Just try it and you’ll
know what I mean.
5. Caramel Appletini
Last, but not least, the third dessert
marketini includes Apple Pucker, Butterscotch Schnapps and caramel sauce.
Johnson’s take: “[This] is exactly what it
sounds like. If you like sour apple, that’s a
good one.”
My take: Every caramel lover’s dream.
This is basically the perfect combination
of sour apple and caramel. With fall right
around the corner, this is the perfect “marketini” for the season.

Lazy camping: ways to get outdoors while staying close to home
BRIANNA SCHREURS
Reporter
With SDSU students finally settling themselves on campus,
some students are asking, now
what? The search for something
fun and new to do is on. The Collegian would like to encourage
students to explore these outside options instead of streaming
Netflix next weekend.
The Wellness Center
On campus, the Wellness

Center offers an array of activities to do outside. One of those
includes their Outdoor Programs.
They hope to create a community that experiences meaningful and challenging outdoor
adventures, according to the
Wellness Center website. People can canoe, hike, rock climb,
fish, backpack or ski on the trips
planned by signing up and paying at the Wellness Center.
Recently, the program took

a group to the Palisades State
Park to camp and learn the basics of rock climbing. They also
offer free clinics ranging in topics from s’mores making to bike
maintenance. The next clinic is
Wednesday, where the Wellness
Center is offering a free Canoeing Skills clinic.
The next trip is a canoeing
trip on the Chippewa River in
Minnesota on Sept. 25. Participants can register at the front
desk. The Wellness Center also
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Sexauer Park is for anyone who wants to camp close to campus. The camping area has a playground, volleyball nets and walking
paths.

offers gear rentals, such as canoes, tents and lanterns.
Sexauer Park, Brookings
If one wants camping closeby, look a few blocks from campus at the only camping site in
Brookings. It’s close and has sites
that can be reserved for $20.
Dan Brettschneider, Parks,
Recreation & Forestry Director,
says the best thing about Sexauer is that it’s “a quiet, hidden
gem for camping within city limits that’s priced very reasonable”
and ”many parents of SDSU students utilize the campground.”
Patrick Hansen, an advertising major, said that he would
definitely camp there.
“Seems like a good spot, being that it’s so close to campus,”
Hansen said.
The camping area has a playground, volleyball nets, walking
paths, bathrooms and it’s located right in town, so a last-minute
trip to Wal-Mart is not out of the
question.
Outdoor Adventure Center
Straight down 22nd Avenue
is a large building that offers firearm and archery experiences.
For a place to learn shooting and
hunting techniques, this is the
place to go.
The Outdoor Adventure Center of South Dakota offers firearm and archery ranges, as well
as outdoor skill labs. Year-round,
one can develop outdoor skills
and learn lifetime skills through
the courses offered at the center
for the community.
Lisa Bretsch, executive director of the Outdoor Adventure
Center said, “the best thing about
the OAC is the sense of community. It was built by the community for the community. Anyone
from the community can come in
here and have fun in here.”

These volunteers are helping put on educational events
that are all based around firearm
and archery. The OAC is always
thinking of new ways to involve
SDSU students as well.
“We have college memberships available for SDSU students,” Bretsch said. “In addition,
starting on Sept. 28, we will host
the SDSU Intramural Archery
program and on Sept. 29 the
OAC will host [an] SDSU Greek
Life archery league.”
The firearm and archery
ranges are open Wednesday
through Sunday. The center provides firearms or bows for anyone who doesn’t have their own.
With ranges and classes, it’s possible to hone shooting skills close
to campus.
Oakwood Lake State Park,
Bruce
Twenty minutes away from
campus lies Oakwood Lake State
Park, a year-round campsite.
Here, people can camp, swim,
fish, hike, kayak, canoe and
boat on Johnson Lake and Lake
Tetonkaha.
Courtney Lusk, civil engineering major, is familiar with
Oakwood Lake Park because she
goes every year.
“It’s fun to rent the canoes
and kayaks. The hiking trails are
beautiful and are great for biking and walking on,” Lusk said.
“There’s Frisbee Golf which is always a good time.”
Some other activities to engage in are archery ranges and
trails, bird watching, disc golf,
horse trails, geocaching and
hunting. In the winter, Oakwood Lakes offers ice fishing and
cross-country skiing.
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>> Pets
Continued from A7
Originally from Pennsylvania, she
explained how having her three horses with her has really helped her with
homesickness.
“It gives me a sense of routine,”
Gilmore said. “I’m so used to it since I
did it at home, too, so it definitely helps.”
Because she is a part of the SDSU
Rodeo Team, she is able to board her
horses just outside campus, giving her
the ability to be with them at least twice
a day for feeding, grooming, exercise
and cleanup.
Gilmore explained how having her
horses, though very rewarding, calls for
a lot of time and effort, and Freeman
agrees.
“It’s a big responsibility and takes
time,” Freeman said. “Some animals
take longer to train and some can have
health needs that aren’t anticipated.”
Students can volunteer at the Brookings Humane Society to get an “animal
fix without the commitment to a pet,”
Rang said.
For those who are still contemplating adopting a pet, Freeman said to keep
the pet’s best interest in mind.
“An animal deserves a companion
who can give it love, attention and proper care,” she said. “But, if you can do it,
pets give so much more in return.”
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Are you craving a warm, home-cooked meal for a weekend meal? Look below for a student-worthy recipe
(that’s supposedly not really healthy...).
Food for the Foodie: Ham and potato corn chowder
Ingredients:
• 3 tablespoons oil or butter
• 1 onion, diced
• 2 carrots, diced
• 2 stalks celery, diced
• 2 cloves garlic, chopped
• 1 teaspoon thyme, chopped
• 1/4 cup flour (or rice flour for gluten free)

•
•
•
•
•
•

2 cups ham broth or chicken broth
2 cups milk
1 1/2 pounds potatoes, diced small and optionally
peeled
8 ounces ham, diced
1 cup corn
Salt and pepper to taste

Directions:
1. Heat the oil in a large sauce pan over medium-high heat, add the onions, carrots and celery and cook until tender,
about 8 to 10 minutes.
2. Mix in the garlic, thyme and flour; cook until the flour is lightly browned, about 2 to 3 minutes.
3. Slowly stir in the broth, deglazing the pan, add the milk and potatoes, bring to a boil, reduce the heat and simmer
until the potatoes are tender, about 10 to 12 minutes.
4. Add the ham and corn, cook until heated and season with salt and pepper.
Servings: 6 (2 cup servings).
Recipe retrieved from http://www.closetcooking.com/2015/04/ham-and-potato-corn-chowder.html

Jack’s Weekly

Horoscopes
Aries

This may be an
emotional week for
you Jacks and Lady
Jacks. Try to limit your
hopping around as the
week progresses so you
don’t wear yourself out.
Jackrabbit social time
is always a welcomed
reprieve.

Libra

You may have jumped
the gun on finishing
a project. Look to
other Jackrabbits
for second opinions.
Sifting back through
the cabbage patch may
be frustrating, but you
may have missed some
prime cabbages.

Taurus

Sparks may fly
between you and a
fellow Jackrabbit. Don’t
get carried away with
their fluffy ears and
tail. Make sure to ask
yourself if they offer the
carrots and cabbages
you are really looking
for.

Scorpio

You’re not one to eat
a turnip just because
every other Jackrabbit
is eating one, but
this week you may be
feeling peer pressure
to join a new club. If it
takes up all your time,
it may not be worth it
to get involved.

Gemini

You may be trying to be
a lone Jackrabbit this
week. Don’t let pride
get in the way of asking
another Jack or Lady
Jack for a helping paw.
There’s no need to be
ashamed that all your
vegetables aren’t in a
row right now.

Sagittarius

A bunch of carrots is
waiting at the end of
the rainbow for you,
Jackrabbit. Keep that
in mind as you hop
closer to it. You won’t
enjoy the carrots as
much if you take any
shortcuts. The longer
hop is worth it.

Cancer

You may be making
promises about carrots
that you aren’t able to
keep. By not following
through with your
carrots, you may be
damaging important
relationships. Be good
on your word and your
carrots, Jackrabbit.

Capricorn

Look both ways
before you leap. Being
impulsive could get
you in trouble. Orangecolored glasses are
making everything look
like tasty carrots. Don’t
be afraid to take off the
glasses. Most carrots
have flaws.

Leo
You know what you
want your garden to
look like, and you’re not
willing to compromise.
But other Jackrabbits
may feel obligated to
go along with this plan.
Just because you want
turnips doesn’t mean
every Jackrabbit does.

Aquarius

It may be hard to
discern if that carrot is
really there or not. No
matter what your gut
tells you, don’t hop to
conclusions, even if all
signs point to it being a
carrot. Instead, be clear
with your intentions,
and you’ll avoid issues.

Virgo

Slow down, Jackrabbit!
You’re hopping to the
finish line of your goal,
but you might have
hopped right by a few
important Jacks or
Lady Jacks. Having the
support of Jackrabbits
in power is crucial, and
an apology will help.

Pisces

You may feel like
a rolly-polly, lazy
Jackrabbit. Social and
romantic priorities
are making you
unproductive. Take
baby-hops, and don’t
look too far ahead. All
the magic this week is
in the moment.
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Four seconds into the fourth quarter against Drake University on Saturday, Sept. 10 Dallas Goedert made a one-handed touchdown catch that has caught national attention. This was Goedert’s fifth career touchdown.

Jacks football ready for 50th Beef Bowl
SDSU takes on Cal Poly on Saturday, Sept. 17 at home
SCOTT MILLARD
Sports Reporter
The No.10-ranked South Dakota State Jackrabbit football team, fresh off a 56-28 victory
over Drake University, will take on Cal Poly
State University in the 50th Annual Beef
Bowl on Saturday.
It’s the first meeting between the two
schools since a 2014 meeting that resulted
in a 44-14 Jacks victory. Historically speaking, SDSU is 3-5 against Cal Poly since Head
Coach John Stiegelmeier has been at SDSU,
so he knows what he’s up against.
“They’re really well coached,” Stiegelmeier said. “They run the triple option. Anytime
a team has that perfected, it stresses out your

defense. Every play is a potential home run
because you don’t have everybody tackling
the power side. You’ve got to be wary of the
dive play and what the quarterback is doing.”
Cal Poly enters the game with a 1-1 record, with a season-opening 30-27 overtime
loss coming to FBS opponent University of
Nevada. The Mustangs bounced back last
week after a 38-16 victory over the University of San Diego.
Last year, they were 4-7, including a victory over the University of Montana, who
ended the Jacks’ season last fall. Currently,
Cal Poly is ranked in the Top 25 in the FCS
in rushing, red zone offense, time of possession, total offense and total defense.
“Defensively, they’re really athletic,”

Beaner looking to help rebuilding process
HANNAH NIEMAN
Sports Reporter

South Dakota state high school tournaments, finishing second in 2010 and 2011,
and carrying her team to a state championAfter a successful high school career at
ship as a senior in 2012. Beaner was named
Roosevelt High School in Sioux Falls, the
the 2012 South Dakota AA Miss Volleyball
5-11 senior outside hitter, Ashley Beaner,
and also earned 2012 first team all-state,
decided to hang up her jersey and focus on
all-city, all-conference and state all-tournaschool as she headed off to college.
ment team honors.
“I didn’t want to get recruited,” Bean“It’s been hard,” Beaner admitted. “In
er said. “I did not want to play college volhigh school we were always kind of a winleyball.”
ning team and always going to state. Since
During her first semester
I’ve been here we haven’t
in 2013 at the University of
gone to a conference tourNebraska, Beaner joined the
nament or anything like that
club volleyball team but soon
yet.”
found that something was
At the end of the 2014
missing.
season, Beaner was forced
This year feels
“I thought that would
to make another adjustment
kind of fill the void, but it just a lot different
as head coach Phil McDanwasn’t the same caliber I was because there are iel announced he would be
used to,” Beaner said. “I wantleaving SDSU. Current Head
so many fresh
ed the more competitive atCoach Nicole Cirillo replaced
mosphere.”
McDaniel as head coach.
minds on the
Beaner contacted former
The team entered the
Jackrabbit head volleyball
2015 season with high hopes
team ...”
Ashely Beaner under the new direction of
coach Phil McDaniel, who
Senior Cirillo. They finished in simhad originally recruited her in
high school and asked if there
ilar fashion to the previous
was still a spot for her on the team. Mcseason with a 5-27 record but improved
Daniel welcomed the former Husker with
their conference record to 4-12. Still, Beanopen arms, so Beaner transferred to SDSU
er and her teammates struggled with the
during the 2014 spring semester to begin
frustration of another losing season.
working out with the team and preparing
“It’s turned into a lot more of a mental
for the fall season.
game than a physical game,” Beaner said.
Beaner had no trouble making friends
“We’ve had to focus a lot more on our feeland adjusting to the SDSU community. But ings and emotions and mindset and those
she wasn’t fully prepared for the adversity
sorts of things.”
she would face on the court during her first
But despite the challenges the Jackrabyear in a Jackrabbit uniform.
bits have faced the past two seasons, BeanThe Jackrabbits finished the 2014 seaer remains optimistic for her senior season 6-27, including a 0-16 record in conson. With five new faces on the team, Beanference play. Beaner found some individuer said she’s hoping to give the newcomal success, starting in 25 of 29 matches and ers a good foundation as the team continfinishing third on the team in kills. But los- ues to build.
ing was something the Sioux Falls Roos“This year feels a lot different because
evelt grad was not used to.
there are so many fresh minds on the
The three-year letter winner and twoteam,” Beaner said.
time team captain played in three straight

“

Stiegelmeier said. “They show you a lot of
different looks. It’s gonna be a hard game for
us.”
Saturday’s game will be the first Beef
Bowl ever played at Dana J. Dykhouse Stadium. The Beef Bowl is an annual game that
sees a steer auction at halftime. There is also
barbecue at tailgating. It is usually the second highest attended football game of the
season for the Jacks, who have won nine of
the last ten Beef Bowls.
“I hope this team sees a full stand on
Saturday,” Stiegelmeier said. “To have the
bleachers full for the 50th Beef Bowl would
be cool. The fans will see a team that works
their tail off and understands that they have
to play their best football to get a win. Our

Outdoor Adventure Center
caters to SDSU students
MARK SANDQUIST
Reporter
Intramural archery will be available
to students for the first time in South
Dakota State University history.
The Outdoor Adventure Center
(OAC) of South Dakota, which is located on the south side of Brookings,
will be hosting this fall sport. In addition to intramural archery, more opportunities for students to try their
hand at precision sports exist at the
OAC.
“There are many ways for SDSU
students to get involved,” said Lisa
Bretsch, executive director at the facility. Whether it’s one of their educational courses offered, such as dog
obedience training or shooting sports
in their archery and firearm ranges.
One of the main draws to the center, according to Bretsch, is the archery range, so she expects many participants for intramural archery. Registration for the activity is currently open until Sept. 21, with the season beginning on Sept. 28 and goes
through the first week of November.
The cost is $40 per team of four to six
participants.
Similar to other intramural team
sports at SDSU, students can sign
up as a team, or individually and get
placed on a team. All equipment and
instruction will be provided. If a student has their own archery equip-

“

ment, they are able to use it for this
activity. People of all levels of archery
experience are welcomed to participate in this intramural sport.
“You don’t have to know how to
shoot archery, we will teach you,”
Bretsch said.
Additionally, every last Saturday
of the month, a 3-hour adult basic archery class is offered at the OAC. The
cost is $40, which covers range time,
equipment and instruction. This
course offers an opportunity for beginners looking to get into the sport
of archery.
“It packs a lot information into a
short program and is a great experience for those interested in the sport,”
Bretsch said.
Safety is a high priority at the
range, especially with participants of
varying levels and experience. The
30-yard range is open to the public and has 20 lanes available for use.
Spencer Carstens, a senior at SDSU,
is a regular user of the OAC archery
range.
“They have a very safe environment at the OAC,” Carstens said.
“Staff are willing to help, and they
have a nice setup.”
Another opportunity for college
students to check out at the OAC is
the firearms range.

Continued to B3

You don’t have to know how to shoot
archery, we will teach you
Lisa Bretsch
Executive Director
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in brief

Cross Country
Both South Dakota State men’s and
women’s cross country teams took third
place at the Oz Memorial in Falcon
Heights, Minnesota, on Friday, Sept. 9.
The Jackrabbit men came in third
out of four teams with 63 points. University of Wisconsin, ranked 10th, came
in first place with 25 points and the
University of Minnesota came in second
with 51 points.
Individually, senior Joel Reichow,
who is ranked in the top 25 nationally,
finished third overall. His fellow senior
teammates, Brendan Sage and Trevor
Capra, finished in 12th and 14th place,
respectively.
The Jackrabbit women came in
third out of four teams with 71 points.
They finished behind No. 26 Minnesota
who had 25 points and Wisconsin with
38 points. Sophomores Emily Donnay
and Rachel King led SDSU individually,
finishing in eighth and ninth place.

Golf
The SDSU men’s and women’s golf
teams were both in tournaments the
FILE PHOTO • The Collegian
past couple days.
Senior
goalie
Nicole
Inskeep
doing
a
goal
kick.
Jacks
will
be
at
home
this
weekend
when
they
play
UMKC
on
Friday
and
Drake
on
Sunday.
The women’s team claimed their
second title Tuesday in Springfield,
Missouri, at the MSU/Payne Stewart
Memorial. The tournament was hostThe men’s team claimed ninth place
The South Dakota State University socThe South Dakota State women’s tened by Missouri State University and
nis team participated in the Huskie In- cer team went 1-1 last week. The Jacks
in Madison, Wisconsin, at the 2016
the Jacks won after erasing a ten shot
fell 1-0 to the University of Wisconsin
vite this past weekend. The tournaBadger Invitational that finished on
on Friday, Sept. 9. The match went into
deficit against University of Texas El
ment
was
held
in
Dekalb,
Illinois,
and
Tuesday. Iowa State University won the
extra time as a result of the 0-0 tie at
was
hosted
by
Northern
Illinois
UniPaso. The tournament was played at
event.
full time and the Badgers took the lead
versity. University of Wisconsin Milthe Twin Oaks Country Club. The team
Senior Grant Smith finished in 12th
in the 104th minute.
waukee
and
Lewis
University
also
parshot a 287 on the final round, which
place as he shot a total of 216. Michael
The Jacks then traveled to Green
ticipated
in
the
tournament.
ranks as the second best score in school Duch, a junior, shot a 224 which tied
Bay,
Wisconsin to take on the UniversiSenior Iasmin Rosa and sophomore
history.
him for 39th. Sophomore Alejandro
ty
of
Wisconsin Green Bay on Sunday,
Morgan Brower came in second place
Senior Hallie Getz tied for third,
Sept. 11. Scoring four times in the secPerazzo tied for 53rd, shooting a 228.
in the doubles tournament.
shooting a 221 over three rounds. SeFreshman Alejandro Restrepo shot a
The pair went 4-2 during the week- ond half, the Jacks defeated the Pheoniors Megan Mingo and Islamiah Fuad 231, which was good for a tie at 64th.
nix 4-0.
end. Defeating NIU, 6-0, UW-MilJunior Nicole Hatcher opened the
tied for seventh when they both turned Trevor Tobin, played individually and
waukee, 6-1, Lewis University, 6-4 and
scoring line for SDSU in the 52nd minin scorecards for a total of 224. Freshteammates
Emilly
Van
Dijk
and
Maria
placed 81st.
ute followed by senior Madison Yueill
man Teresa Toscano, tied for 13th, and
Velazco, 6-3. Their two losses came in
The women’s team looks to make it
in the 59th, sophomore K.J. Medler in
rounds five and six. Rosa also finished
had the lowest score on the final round three tournament titles straight as they
the 86th and senior Lindsee Larson in
in sixth place in singles and freshman
when she shot a 71. Freshman Sydhead to the Chip-N-Club Invitational
the 90th minute.
Molly Crum came in eighth.
ney Borman tied for 50th and turned
in Lincoln, Nebraska, on Sept. 25. The
SDSU plays two home games this
The Jacks will head to Minneapolis
in a 72 on Tuesday. Playing as an inweekend at Fishback Soccer Park in
men’s team is slated next for the Ram
on Sept. 22 for their next tournament
dividual, Junior Natcha SrimaneerunBrookings. The Jacks will take on the
Masters Invitational in Fort Collins,
at the Gopher Invitational.
groj, tied for 56th place and shot a toUniversity of Missouri Kansas City on
Colorado on Sept. 19.
Friday at 6 p.m. and Drake University
tal of 238.

Tennis

Soccer

FANTASY FOOTBALL
By CURTIS SAGER

What an exciting first week back in the grind of fantasy football. With some incredibly exciting games,
there were booms, busts and of course, injuries. The author was right on a few things, i.e. Austin SeferianJenkins, and wrong on others like Kirk Cousins. Everything is subject to change and we have an exciting
16 weeks ahead of us.

Players who exceeded expectations:
ANDREW LUCK

C.J. ANDERSON

Quarter Back, Indianapolis
Colts

Running Back, Denver
Broncos

Might as well start with the obvious. I
have always thought very highly of Andrew Luck. He is a star QB, well mannered and compliments defenders that
hit him. I did not think he would come
back from his injury in such a way
though.
I thought he would be lacking confidence for the first few weeks so I stayed
away from him in drafts. I was wrong.
Luck put up 385 yards, four touchdowns and zero interceptions. If the
Indy defense continues to struggle and
the team is in a shoot-out every week, I
would love to have Luck on my side for
the remainder of the season (pun intended).

If you read my articles at all last year,
then you probably know that I bashed
Anderson on a weekly basis. He was
overweight, slow, didn’t score and was
simply a bad play. So again, my bias
overwhelmed me in drafts, so I did not
draft him.
He went on to torch the Carolina
Panthers in the Super Bowl rematch
on Thursday night and was the second highest scoring running back of
the week. If he keeps the weight off and
stays healthy, he is a solid RB1 for the
rest of the season.

BRANDIN COOKS &
WILLIE SNEAD

MINNESOTA VIKINGS
D/ST

Wide Receiver, New Orleans
Saints

Two things to fill in new readers: 1. The
last spot for each fantasy football segment is my “wild card.” It will have a
tight-end, defense/special teams, kicker,
or a different player who I feel deserves
it 2. The author is a diehard Vikings fan
and is not afraid to express it.
The Vikings defense had two fumble recoveries, two touchdowns, one interception and would have had another interception if it wasn’t for a roughing-the-passer penalty.
Needless to say they dominated the
Titans, and as far as fantasy goes, they
outscored Russell Wilson as well as several other QB’s, all but nine running
backs including Adrian Peterson, all but
five receivers and every single tight-end.
Let that sink in for a minute.
SKOL Vikings!

This is a Fantasy Football Update first. I
have two players in a positional spot.
Cooks and Snead were this week’s
number one and number four highest scoring receivers, respectively. Cooks
scored 27 points and Snead 23 in ESPN
standard scoring leagues. They combined for three touchdowns and over
300 yards receiving.
The Saints’ defense is terrible, so I
would start both of these guys any week
because they are going to have to have a
pass heavy offense if they want to keep
games close.

Who to watch for next week:
MATT RYAN

TEVIN COLEMAN

MIKE WALLACE

Quarter Back, Atlanta
Falcons

Running Back, Atlanta
Falcons

Wide Receiver, Baltimore
Ravens

Matty Ice had a nice week against the
Buccaneers putting up 28 points in standard scoring leagues.
This upcoming week he is playing an
Oakland team that let Drew Brees put up
more than 400 yards against them.
Matt Ryan is also owned in 40 percent of ESPN leagues. If you are looking
to fill that shaky QB spot this upcoming
week I would try to target Ryan.

Coleman was high on a lot of draft
boards last year until the emergence and
dominance of Devonta Freeman.
This past week neither Falcons RB
could find much space but Coleman
hauled in five passes for 95 yards.
He is owned in about 50 percent of
ESPN leagues and would be a nice waiver claim in PPR leagues. He could be
played as a Flex option and has RB2 upside if he continues to take touches away
from Freeman.

This one is a little bit more of a gamble than I would prefer, but in this game
of fantasy football you have to play the
match-ups and try to tip the odds in your
favor.
Wallace has struggled the last three
seasons but had a huge week catching
three passes for 91 yards and a touchdown.
He is playing the Browns this week
who are terrible defending the pass. Wallace has very good flex playability and
could be considered for a WR2 spot if
you have no better options.

ANY TIGHT END OTHER
THAN THE ONE YOU
ALREADY HAVE
Of the top-12 tight ends in fantasy this
week, only four of them are owned in
more than 46 percent of leagues. To me,
that was an amazing statistic.
The top two tight ends were Jack
Doyle (owned in 0.1 percent of leagues)
and Dwayne Allen (owned in 38 percent
of leagues). They could both be nice additions to your team.
Allen has way more upsides. But apparently all Jack Doyle does is score
touchdowns. Doyle caught three passes
for 35 yards and two touchdowns. If you
need tight-end advice this week, just ask
me on Twitter.

That’s a wrap on this week. Hopefully everyone was able to win in their first week of the season. I was
fortunate enough to end week one at 2-2. There is a lot of football ahead so stay up to date on those
waivers. As always, if you have any lineup questions ask me on Twitter @GoodFntsyAdvice.
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Jacks volleyball
team looks to snap
8-game losing streak
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
The South Dakota State volleyball team is looking to stop an
eight-game losing streak when
they take on the University of
North Dakota Fighting Hawks
at 7 p.m. on Wednesday at Frost
Arena.
The Jacks are coming off a
weekend where they didn’t win a
set in three matches in the Valparaiso Popcorn Festival Tournament in Valparaiso, Indiana.
They fell to Central Michigan
University, Duquesne University
and tournament host Valparaiso

In depth look at
the matchup
• 75th meeting all-time
between the two
schools
• SDSU leads the series
47-27
• UND has won the last
three matches with the
last SDSU win coming
in 2012
• UND is 2-1 on the road
this season, SDSU is
0-1 at home

>> OUTDOOR
Continued from B1
This range is limited to handguns and rifles with a muzzle
velocity of less than 3,500 feet
per second, or a caliber of .458
or lower, which covers the majority of firearms on the market
today. Shooters can bring their
personal firearm, but OAC offers rentals. Participants must
be 21 or older to rent firearms,
but people over the age of 18
can bring their own firearms
and practice shooting.
The building, which opened

by scores of three sets to none.
The Jacks come into the
matchup against UND (6-5)
with a record of 1-10. The Fighting Hawks have won four of
their last five.
This will be the Jackrabbits’ second game at Frost Arena
this season. They lost the first to
Bradley University by a score of
three sets to none.
The Jacks come into the
match with a season hitting percentage of .131 and average of
10.58 kills, 13.64 digs and 1.44
blocks per set. The Fighting
Hawks enter the contest with
the hitting percentage of .226 on
the season.
Senior outside hitter Ashley Beaner comes into the match
leading the Jacks in kills per set
with 3.28 and is also leading the
team in blocks per set with 0.58.
Sophomore Mattison Munger
leads the team in assists per set
with 8.32 and junior Ellie Benson is the leader in digs per set
with 3.86.
UND is led by junior middle
hitter Faith Dooley who leads
the team in kills per set with
2.63. Senior outside hitter Chelsea Mosley leads the team in hitting percentage with .380. Junior setter Sydney Griffin leads
the Fighting Hawks in assists
per set with 10.14.

in 2014, is located within the
Dakota Nature Park on 22nd
Avenue at the site of the old
landfill.
“It’s a really cool building,”
Carstens said. “It provides a
great experience for everyone,
even if you’ve never tried shooting sports before.”
Public and member hours
differ and can be found online,
along with additional information about educational courses
offered at the Outdoor Adventure Center of South Dakota, at
www.oacofsd.org, or call OAC at
(605)693-4622.

>> BEANER
Continued from B1
“It gives us a different outlook because they haven’t
been through any of that adversity yet, so it’s been a little
easier and better feel for us
older players to feel like we
can push through more and
get something different out of
this season.”
Cirillo said that as a senior, the team will lean not
only on Beaner’s physicality
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on the court but also on her
consistency, mental toughness and vocal leadership.
“I think one of her biggest assets for this team is
that she’s not afraid to voice
her opinion, both good and
bad,” Cirillo said. “Obviously the physicality on the
court is something we value, but from a team perspective she doesn’t typically just
talk to talk. So when she says
something you listen to it
and take that for what it is.

I think mentally she’s a very
strong person as well and
that’s something that as we
go through this process is difficult at times.”
So far this season, it
hasn’t gone the Jacks’ way as
they are 1-10. They take on
the University of North Dakota Wednesday, Sept. 14, at
Frost Arena in Brookings.
They start their conference
play Friday, Sept. 23, when
they take on IUPUI in Frost
Arena.
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Ashley Beaner has been a standout player on court for the Jacks. They next take on the University of North Dakota on
Wednesday, Sept. 14 at 7 p.m. at Frost Arena.
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Fans encouraged to believe in
Feature Photo:
the Vikings, despite change of QB
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor
On Tuesday Aug. 30, I got a notification
on my phone and my heart dropped to my
stomach. The notification read that Minnesota Vikings quarterback Teddy Bridgewater tore his ACL in practice and would
miss the remainder of the season.
My first thought was “Well, this season
is over.” This was something every Vikings
fan I talked to the next day was thinking as well. That was until later that week
when Minnesota traded for the Philadelphia Eagles quarterback, Sam Bradford.
I liked the trade even though they gave
up a first and fourth round draft pick. It
showed me that the organization has a
“win now” mentality.
The Vikings were predicted to make
the playoffs and be a possible Super Bowl
contender before Bridgewater was injured
and after this trade it made me believe
that they were back to that level.
This past Sunday, the Vikings defeated
the Tennessee Titans 25-16. Bradford did
not play at all in the game because he did
not know the playbook well enough. He is
expected to start this Sunday against the
rival Green Bay Packers.
Although quarterback Shaun Hill
played well, it was Minnesota’s defense
that shined as they scored two touchdowns. This is why I have belief in this
team even though they played an inferior
opponent in the Titans.
The Vikings do not need an elite quar-

terback to succeed this weekend or this
season. Look at the Denver Broncos last
year. They had sub-par play from their
quarterback all season and ended up winning the Super Bowl.
Even last year the Vikings managed to
win their division with Bridgewater only
throwing 14 touchdowns and the worst offensive line in the league.
A brand new U.S. Bank Stadium also
has to be motivation for this squad as well.
They don’t want the inaugural season in
this stadium to be a disappointment.
They have a defense that is top five in
the league and Adrian Peterson, last season’s leading rusher. There’s no reason this
team shouldn’t be able to win at least nine
games this season. I predict the Vikings
will go 11-5 and win their division again
this season.
Vikings fans should be confident and
excited for the rest of the season, which
is something that can always be difficult
when you’re a Vikings fan, considering
how many times they’ve ripped our hearts
out.
I’m not saying that you should think
they will win the Super Bowl because
that’s a little preposterous considering
they’ve never won one. I’m just saying you
should have faith in Sam Bradford to do
well enough to put them in a position similar to where they were at last year.
I know losing in the first round of
the playoffs is a failure in some people’s
minds, but I think it would be a step in
the right direction if they did it again.
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Members of the Pride of the Dakotas perform their halftime show at the Dana J. Dykhouse Inaugural Game,
Sept. 10,2016.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Editor

Lindsee Larson, a senior defender for the South
Dakota State soccer team scored her first career goal
and helped lead the Jacks to a 4-0 win over Wisconsin
Green Bay on Sunday. Larson was named Summit
League Defensive Player of the Week on Tuesday.
“Lindsee has been a great team-first player
in her years at SDSU, patiently waiting for her
opportunity to make a difference, so it’s great to see
her be recognized for those efforts” head coach Lang
Wedemeyer said.

Hometown: Omaha, Nebraska
Major: Exercise Science
Fun fact: She was distinguished scholar
on the Summit League Honor Roll in 2016
GOJACKS.COM
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